Vision for James River Valley Library System

OUR LIBRARY WILL

promote community connections and lifelong learning for all Stutsman County residents. These connections will be enhanced by the traveling Bookmobile and library outreach programs.

incorporate essential information-access technologies with traditional forms of information. There will be a balance of e-books and traditional printed and recorded materials.

facilitate individual reflection and community interaction in quiet areas for personal study and technology-based communication.

provide interactive areas for discussions, public presentations, forums, and educational opportunities.

be spacious, visually attractive, and upgrade-friendly for emerging information technologies.

ALL PATRONS WILL

be challenged to learn and grow through materials and programs that create lifelong readers, writers, and problem solvers.

have access to the latest electronic and traditional materials.

obtain personal-growth opportunities through career, health, financial and technology information.

STUTSMAN COUNTY AND THE CITY OF JAMESTOWN WILL

complete the library unification process initiated by popular vote in 2008.